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HELP EXPO 
 HELP EXPO  

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20   

ALL DAY 

SALON B 

BREAKOUT SESSIONS: 

Infinite Campus HQ Help Expo  

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:45 – 12:30 PM 

STATE ROOM B1 

SIS vendor representatives will be available throughout the conference. 
 

Skyward HQ Help Expo  

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:45 – 12:30 PM  

STATE ROOM B2 

SIS vendor representatives will be available throughout the conference. 
 

Power School HQ Help Expo  

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:45 – 12:30 PM  

STATE ROOM B3 

SIS vendor representatives will be available throughout the conference. 
 

SIS Vendor Hub Help Expo:  
JMC, Tyler Tech, Sycamore, Alio, OASYS & SEEDS 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:45 – 12:30 PM 

STATE ROOM B4 

SIS vendor representatives will be available throughout the conference. 
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  WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20  

WISEid 101 & Workshop  

Kari Krakow 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:10 - 12:30 

SALON A1 

Come to this hands-on workshop and learn everything about WISEid. We will cover 

every tool and function in WISEid while you follow along in your own application. 

Designed for those new to state reporting or those who just want to take a step 

back and see it all from the beginning. 

Xello Overview & Uses  

Leo Abramoff 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:10 - 12:30 

SALON A2 

After more than 20 years Career Cruising has evolved into Xello! While our name 

changed, we’re still the same passionate group of people committed to helping 

every student become future ready. In Xello, each student builds critical self- 

knowledge and learns about their future possibilities to build a personalized plan 

for their future success. Ed-Fi Roster integration is a sign of more to come with 

additional software applications. Plus, see how the WISEdata API is creating 

the single sign-on feature as another benefit of the project. Join us to learn 

more! 

Finance App Overview & QA  

Lalitha Raginani 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:10 - 12:30 

SALON A3 

Join us for a first look at the new WISEdata Finance system, which will collect 

financial data from school districts and other LEAs much as WISEdata currently 

does for student data. Learn about how WISEdata Finance will be used for federal 

and state reporting. 
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Choice WISEid & Workshop  

Carrie Boe 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:10 - 12:30 

SALON A4 

Attend this session to gain insight into how WISEid and WISEdata Portal 

applications work together for student reporting. Learn about beginning-of- 

year time-saving tips, discuss best practices while using WISEid, and develop an 

implementation plan that will benefit your school’s student reporting using WISEid. 

Data Submission Best Practices  

John Raub 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:10 - 12:30 

SALON A5 

In this session, we will discuss some best practices to ensure your data is of 

the highest quality for state and federal reporting, as well as student outcome 

improvement planning and other analytical research. In the second half of the 

session, we will brainstorm enhancement ideas that the WISEdata team can 

prioritize to further improve this process. 

WISEdata 101 & Workshop  

Jeff Perry & Anderew Osborne 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:10 - 12:30 

SALON A6 

For those new to WISEdata or who want a refresher course, this session will cover 

all the WISEdata app basics, tips, and tricks. You will be able to use them within 

your current curriculum and programming right away. 
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Career Education Data Reporting  

Mai Choua-Thao & Meghana Aleti 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

11:10 - 12:30 

SALON C 

This session will go over CTE data reporting (CTEERS) and its relation with Act 

59 CCR requirements. Learn guidance on reporting CTE concentrator summary 

details, CTE courses using SCED 5 course codes, certified Career Education 

programs, such as Youth Apprenticeship, Industry Recognized Credentials, and 

Dual Enrollment. 

Annette Smith 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

1:45 - 2:45 

SALON A1 

Join your colleagues to discuss data scenarios from WI schools. We will work 

through the events as a group and share practical security suggestions and best 

practices. 

WISEstaff  101 Basics  

Susan Rose-Adametz & Josh Roy 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

1:45 - 2:45 

SALON A2 

Join us for a walk-through of WISEstaff basics, including uploading person records, 

contracts, and assignments. Use the checklist to track completion while addressing 

validation messages. Learn how to use the dashboards to validate contract counts 

and assignment FTE counts, to resolve missing Entity IDs for your staff, and to use 

the All Staff Report to validate that you’ve submitted all your agency’s staff. 
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What Would You Do? Privacy & Security Best 
Practices 

 

 

 



Daniel Bush 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

1:45 - 2:45 

SALON A3 

The first round of ESSA School Level Budget reporting is complete. How did it go? 

What did we learn? The DPI School Finance Team presents what this financial 

transparency requirement is all about, what to expect this fall, and how it will flow 

into the new “WISE” school finance reporting system going statewide in 2020- 

2021. 

WISEdata 101: Choice Reporting  

Carrie Boe 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

1:45 - 2:45 

SALON A4 

Bring your team! This session will walk you through the reporting essentials to help 

you plan for success with WISEdata Portal. Experience user- friendly training, learn 

about best practices with student reporting, and walk away from this session with a 

focused action plan to effectively use WISEdata Portal. 

Report Cards: Updates and ESSA Reports  

Laura Pinsonneault 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

1:45 - 2:45 

SALON A5 

This year brings some significant changes to current accountability, as well as a new 

accountability system. Joint Federal Notifications – including ESSA Accountability 

Reports – were released for the first time in December and recently finalized. 

Additionally, the Office of Educational Accountability is planning to include Aspire 

results in this fall’s accountability report cards. In this session, we will talk about key data 

take-aways from both the recent federal accountability release as well as look ahead to 

implications for using Aspire data in the state accountability system. 
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ESSA Financial Transparency and Reporting: 
What’s Next? 

 
 



English Language Proficiency by the Numbers  

Audrey Lesondak 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

1:45 - 2:45 

SALON A6 

Why are there so many English Language Proficiency (ELP) codes and why do they 

keep changing? Participants will get a behind the scenes look at the seven ELP 

codes. We’ll explore what the numbers mean, the relationship between ACCESS 

test scores and ELP codes, and the timelines for uploading ELP data. Participants 

will also learn about the connection between ELP codes and other WISEdata 

elements, including Immigrant T3, ELL Served, etc. 

Roster: What’s Available and Future Direction  

Kari Krakow, Mai Choua-Thao, Curtis Maples 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

1:45 - 2:45 

SALON C 

This session explores the addition of Roster data in WISEdash for Districts and 

outlines the future direction for this topic area. Attendees will also come to 

understand how Roster will tie to student and course level programs and DPI’s 

plan to help districts manage program data for Career Education. Finally, the latest 

SCED 5 course codes for identifying CTE courses will be reviewed in this session as 

part of the Career Education data reporting requirements. 

Let us know what other questions we might be able to answer with 

dashboard analytics using Roster data. 
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Annette Smith 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

3:00 - 4:00 

SALON A1 

Join your colleagues to discuss data scenarios from WI schools. We will work 

through the events as a group and share practical security suggestions and best 

practices. 

WISEstaff Final Checklist  

Susan Rose-Adametz & Josh Roy 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

3:00 - 4:00 

SALON A3 

Worried about how to report your contracted staff through WISEstaff? Let us 

clarify as the hiring agency what staff your agency is responsible for reporting 

versus the working agency’s responsibility. Use the WISEstaff checklist to track 

your completion while addressing warning, info, and error messages, and how to 

use the data quality reports in WISEstaff to validate that you’ve submitted all 

your agency’s staff. 

Accountability for Choice Schools  

Laura Pinsonneault 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

3:00 - 4:00 

SALON A4 

2019 brings some new and exciting changes to accountability report cards. This session 

will provide an overview of 2017-18 accountability and look ahead to plans for 2018-19 

report cards, including information about new data to be included, including Aspire data 

and information about the Closing Gaps priority area. 
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What Would You Do? Privacy & Security Best 
Practices (repeat) 

 
 



Yvette Johanson & Jeff Perry 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

3:00 - 4:00 

SALON A5 

In this presentation, you’ll learn how data flows from WISEdata to WISEdash and 

how to use both tools to ensure the most high quality data is used for both school 

improvement planning and state and federal reporting. 

SmartTeach: Portable Student Assessments in Ed-Fi 

Philip Crawford 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

3:00 - 4:00 

SALON A6 

This session will cover the SmartTeach tool for making the most of your school’s 

assessment data. This tool is designed to assist teachers in measuring their 

student learning outcomes as part of Educator Effectiveness. Learn how we are 

leveraging WISEdata behind the application to fill in Roster and then pushing the 

assessment data back to the local SIS and/or WISEdash. 

John Raub & Mai Choua-Thao 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 

3:00 - 4:00 

SALON C 

L2 validation errors and warnings are a tool to make sure that your data is of the 

highest quality for reporting and improvement planning. This session will cover the 

top L2 validation errors and methods to prevent these from occurring. In addition, 

Career Education L2 validation rules will be reviewed in this session. 
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Validations: Errors, Warnings, & Why You Should 
Care About Them 

Using WISEdata and WISEdash for Snapshot 
Preparation 

 
 



  THURSDAY, MARCH 21  

Jim Lee & Judy Sargent 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

9:00 - 9:45 

GRAND BALLROOM 

Participants will learn about the essentials for assuring data quality. WISExplore 

consultants will lead participants through reflection about their own local data 

quality practices before data submission, during data submission, and after the 

data has been submitted. Participants will also become knowledgeable about how 

WISEdash is used for checking data quality and supports school improvement 

planning. 

WISEdata Home Page, L1 Errors, Ed-Fi API Views  

John Raub 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

10:00 - 10:45 

SALON A1 

There are a number of tools available that help provide insight to the state of 

your data submission in the pipeline between your vendor tool and WISEdata. 

Understanding these tools will help to eliminate the guesswork when problem 

shooting a validation or why a data update isn’t in the WISEdata Portal or 

WISEdash. 
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Closing Keynote: Leading Data Quality: Before, 
During, and After Submission 

 



Audrey Lesondak 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

10:00 - 10:45 

SALON A3 

Why are there so many English Language Proficiency (ELP) codes and why do they 

keep changing? Participants will get a behind the scenes look at the seven ELP 

codes. We’ll explore what the numbers mean, the relationship between ACCESS 

test scores and ELP codes, and the timelines for uploading ELP data. Participants 

will also learn about the connection between ELP codes and other WISEdata 

elements, including Immigrant T3, ELL Served, etc. 

Kari Krakow, Mai Choua-Thao, Curtis Maples, Susan Rose-Adametz 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

10:00 - 10:45 

SALON A5 

This session explores the addition of Roster data in WISEdash for Districts and 

outlines the future direction for this topic area. Attendees will also come to 

understand how Roster will tie to student and course level programs and DPI’s 

plan to help districts manage program data for Career Education. Finally, the latest 

SCED 5 course codes for identifying CTE courses will be reviewed in this session as 

part of the Career Education data reporting requirements. 

Let us know what other questions we might be able to answer with 

dashboard analytics using Roster data. 
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Roster: What’s Available and Future Direction 
(repeat) 

English Language Proficiency by the Numbers 
(repeat) 

 
 



Xello Overview & Uses  

Leo Abramoff 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

10:00 - 10:45 

SALON C 

After more than 20 years Career Cruising has evolved into Xello! While our name 

changed, we’re still the same passionate group of people committed to helping 

every student become future ready. In Xello, each student builds critical self- 

knowledge and learns about their future possibilities to build a personalized plan 

for their future success. Ed-Fi Roster integration is a sign of more to come with 

additional software applications. Plus, see how the WISEdata API is creating 

the single sign-on feature as another benefit of the project. Join us to learn 

more! 

 The Ed-Fi Promise: A Disruption to Help Students 

Maureen Wentworth & Sayee Srinivasan 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

11:00 - 12:00 

SALON A1 

As more technology makes its way into the classroom, teachers are using apps and 

software to manage curriculum, grades, and learning. Imagine if administrators 

could ask questions about student performance and get instant answers. Imagine 

if principals could instantly identify trends in schools. Imagine if teachers could 

see how best to deliver personalized learning to every student. Simply put, Ed-Fi 

unlocks imagination. 

Yvette Johanson & Jeff Perry 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

11:00 - 12:00 

SALON A2 

In this presentation, you’ll learn how data flows from WISEdata to WISEdash and 

how to use both tools to ensure the most high quality data is used for both school 

improvement planning and state and federal reporting. 
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Using WISEdata and WISEdash for Snapshot 
Preparation (repeat) 

 
 



Intro to Special Education Reporting  

Seth Bishop 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

11:00 - 12:00 

SALON A3 

This session provides an introductory overview of the 16 indicators DPI must 

report annually to the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) under IDEA 

part B. The presentation will summarize how the calculations are made, why 

accurate reporting matters for districts, and how certain indicators relate to 

similar—but not always identical—data sources used for public reporting. 

WISEdata 101 & Workshop  

Kari Krakow 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

11:00 - 12:00 

SALON A4 

This course is designed for the new WISEdata user in mind. We will go step by 

step through the screens so you can learn all of the data points that the WISEdata 

system has to offer you. From the home screen, data quality, and validations 

messages pages you will discover multiple ways to look at your data and verify its 

accuracy. We will also hit on the export screen and the student search area. 

Career Education Data Reporting (repeat)  

Mai Choua-Thao & Meghana Aleti 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

11:00 - 12:00 

SALON A5 

This session will go over CTE data reporting (CTEERS) and its relation with Act 

59 CCR requirements. Learn guidance on reporting CTE concentrator summary 

details, CTE courses using SCED 5 course codes, certified Career Education 

programs, such as Youth Apprenticeship, Industry Recognized Credentials, and 

Dual Enrollment. 
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WISEsecure: Google Single Sign-on  

Jesila Jinnah & Dan Retzlaff 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

11:00 - 12:00 

SALON A6 

Enhanced DPI Applications Login Process that enables current WAMS users to 

access DPI secure applications with “Log in with Google” feature using district 

assigned emails in addition to logging in with WAMS. 

Xello Overview & Uses  

Leo Abramoff 

THURSDAY, MARCH 21 

11:00 - 12:00 

SALON C 

After more than 20 years Career Cruising has evolved into Xello! While our name 

changed, we’re still the same passionate group of people committed to helping 

every student become future ready. In Xello, each student builds critical self- 

knowledge and learns about their future possibilities to build a personalized plan 

for their future success. Ed-Fi Roster integration is a sign of more to come 

with additional software applications. Plus, see how the WISEdata API is 

creating the single sign-on feature as another benefit of the project. Join us 

to learn more! 
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For more information about the conference, 

registration, and accommodations, please 

see our WISEdata Conference page: 

dpi.wi.gov/wisedata/conference 

Division for Libraries and Technology 
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction 

February 2019 

The Wisconsin Department of Public 

Instruction does not discriminate on the 

basis of sex, race, color, religion, creed, age, 

national origin, ancestry, pregnancy, marital 

status or parental status, sexual orientation, 

or disability. 

 


